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1.2  Aim and Objectives
1.2.1 Aim
● “Linking  continually  updated  extensible  life-cycle  construction  product  data  to  software
independent Building Information Models, throughout the life-cycle of the product.”
1
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Figure 2.1 Searching e-Catalogues by Product Name
Figure 2.2 Manufacturers PDF Catalogues Figure 2.3 Manufacturer's PDF file







































































































































































































































Figure 2.4 Supplier's Details
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Figure 2.5 i-drop technology example 






















































































































































Figure 2.6 a GDL 3D script sample 
Figure 2.7 An example of GDL data types


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.8 The Structure of the Arrow System, (Newnham et al 1998)
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Figure 2.9 Performance based Searches (P: Product, I:Performance Indicator,
S:Standard/Code), Source: (Jain et al 1998)




































































































































































































































































Figure 2.10 A java window showing the links
to Web pages, Source: (Coyne et al 2003)




























































































































































































































































Figure 2.11 A schedule of Components as produced by
ArchiCAD


































































































































































Figure 2.12 Information Flow in GAEB DA2000-XML Standard, (Diaz, 2004.)



















































































































































































































































Figure 2.13 RINET'sConceptual Framework, Source:
(RINET 2000)
























































































































































































































Figure 2.14 Main Constituents of bcXML, Source:
(Tolman et al 2001)

















































































































































































































































































































































Loughborough ● ● ● ●
Edinburgh ● ● ● ● ●
GAEB ● ● ●
RINET ● ● ●
eConstruct ● ● ● ●
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3.2   The Value and Supply Chains





































































































































































































“  The  buyer's  value  chain  is  the  key  to
understanding the underlying basis of differentiation – creating value for the buyer through
lowering the buyer's cost or improving buyers performance. Differentiation results from both
actual uniqueness in creating buyer value and from the ability to signal that value so that




































































3 “A Value Chain is a collection of business entities, each of which contributes to a product or a service that makes up a
finished good (or service) purchased and used by an end-user customer.” Gistics
Glossary,
http://www.gistics.com
4 “A  supply chain is  a network of  facilities and distribution options  that  performs the  functions of  procurement of
materials; transformation of these material into intermediate and finished products; and distribution of these finished






Figure 3.1 T:Transaction between
I: Intermediaries, P:Producer and
C: Customer, ,(Sarker et al 1995)
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cross industrial continually updated pack of information about a construction product or a
39
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service, upon which there is a need to retrieve predefined information at any point in the value
chain.  This  information pack acts  as  a  base  unit  of  information supply  to  BIMs (Building
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Figure 4.1 The Structure of the OIP Identifier 
$

























































































































































































• The OIP technical identifier
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Figure  4.5 EXPRESS-G diagram showing the OIP Structure









































































































































































































































Figure  4.6 An EXPRESS-G diagram showing OIP resources
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Figure  4.7 The mathematical relations between the OIP identifiers





































































































































































Figure 4.8 The mapping between objects in the IFC model and OIPs
X : c a , b C A B c is aninstance of IfcProduct IFC model , a , b OIP
X : C OIP
with C : c c is an instance of IfcProduct the IFC model
C OIP(AxB)IP B





































































































































































































































































Figure 4.9 The OIP Implementation



































































































































































































































































Figure 4.10 The Instantiation of OIP in CAD
 
























































































































































































































































Figure 4.11 IFC door Panel and Lining
 





























































































































































































































































Figure 4.12 Selection of a door from a portal website
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Chapter 5 
           
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.1 Example of OIP product Data for a simple steel door







Table 5.2 Example of OIP Material Data for steel
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Figure 5.2 Manufacturer's Remote GUI (UI3)


















































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.3 The UML diagram of the OIP
construction products

























































































































































Figure 5.4 The UML diagram of the OIP kernel relations


































































































































































































































































Figure 5.5 The UML Diagram of the OIP resources






























































































































































































































Figure 5.7 The OIP table in the relational
model









in the relational 
model






































































































































































































































Container ClassesCross Reference Tables













































































































Figure 5.10 The OIP_Door table in the Oip relational model
Figure 5.9 The Representation of container
classes in the relational model
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Figure 5.12 The OIP Organisation search GUI (UI1)





























































































































































































































































Figure 5.13 The definition of a value interval for
parametric searches













































































Figure 5.14 The Supplier's registration at the
Portal Website
Figure 5.17 The runtime object oriented model of the portal website database
1
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Figure 5.19 The inclusion of extra commercial
properties

























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.20 The commercial attributes of a product




















































































































































































































































































Figure 5.21 The Portal Web server GUI (UI2)
Remarks 
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Figure 5.22 Constituents of
a STEP file, (Nour 2004)
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Figure 5.24 The representation of the parsed STEP
ISO 10303-P21 file in the form of a three
dimensional array, (Nour 2004)
Figure 5.23 The Analysis of the STEP file, (Nour 2004)
# nnnnnnnnn = IFC xxxxx (value1,value2 ,..., valueN );
The name 








Values of the attributes of the 
entity, icluding inherited 
attributes, container types and 
references to other elements.
DATA;
#34 = IFCMATERIAL ('Hohlb lockziegel');
#35 = IFCMATERIALLAYER (#34, 0.365, $);
#36 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSET ((#35), 'Hohlblockziegel');
#37 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSETUSAGE (#36, .AXIS2., .POSITIVE., 0.);
#57 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('1slUMJ98v9q83bWTRYaDGS', #6, 
'Wand 006', $, $, #56, #54, $);
# 58 = IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL ('1f5$32wzz6IPQdW ugy6qOa', 




#56 = IFCLOCALP LAC EM ENT (#32, #55 );
#54 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#41, #50, #53));


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.25 EXPRESS ISO 10303-P11 data types






























































TYPE month = ENUMERATION OF(January,February,March,











































  TYPE label = STRING; END_TYPE;
  TYPE age= INTEGER;













































TYPE Circle_dim =SELECT (Radius, Diameter); END_TYPE;
TYPE Radius= SELECT (Inch, Meter); END_TYPE;
TYPE Diameter= SELECT (Inch, Meter); END_TYPE;
TYPE Inch =REAL; END_TYPE;




















TYPE month =ENUMURATION OF (
January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, 
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END_Entity;
  























































day  : INTEGER;
WHERE
ad: year> 0; -- “ad” is the name of the rule.
End_Entity;



















Acos (0.3) ---> 1.266
Asin (0.3) ---> 3.0469
Sin (pi)   ---> 0.0
















































































































































































– ARRAY [1:10] OF INTEGER
– ARRAY [-10:100] OF UNIQUE (STRING)






































– LIST [1:?] OF REAL












































– BAG [1:100] OF NUMBER






























– SET [1:10] OF STRING (10) FIXED











– ARRAY [1:10] OF LIST OF DOCUMENT



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































approach  provides  the  advantages  of  an  early  binding  (compile-time  type
checking) without the complexity introduced by modelling a huge number of
classes in the IFC model (there are more than three hundred and seventy leaf
classes, in addition to eighty nine defined types, twenty three select types and
one hundred and seventeen enumerations). It should be mentioned that in the the
early binding approach there is a restriction to predefined classes. This means
that if we need to interpret Ifc2x compliant STEP files, we have to model all the
elements of the IFC2x model to Java classes. In the meantime, if we need to
change to IFC2x2, then we have to do the same again with the whole model to
produce  new Java  binding classes.  A mixed  binding takes  advantage  of  the
observation that applications rarely use all of the structures defined by the IFC2x
83
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EXPRESS Schema. The subset of structures that are used, called the  working
set, can be early-bound, while the rest of the Schema is late-bound (idem 2004).
Therefore, all data is still available, but the application development process is
simplified.  The  number  of  classes  and  files  that  are  needed  is  reduced
















































































































































































































































































EXPRESS element Mapping to STEP-P21: Mapping to Java
ARRAY list List
BAG list List
BOOLEAN boolean See below
BINARY binary binary
CONSTANT NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
DERIVED ATTRIBUTE NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
ENTITY entity instance Class 
ENTITY AS ATTRIBUTE entity instance name Reference to object
ENUMERATION enumeration (Class) See below 
FUNCTION NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
INTEGER integer integer
INVERSE NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
LIST list List
LOGICAL enumeration Class (see below)
NUMBER real double
PROCEDURE NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
REAL real double
REMARKS NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
RULE NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
SCHEMA NO INSTANTIATION Package (in early binding)
SELECT See below See below 
SET list List 
STRING String String
TYPE See below Class (See below)
UNIQUE rule NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
WHERE RULES NO INSTANTIATION NO INSTANTIATION
Table 5.3 Mapping EXPRESS to STEP & Java, (Nour et al 2005)



































































































#795 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('IsExterior', $, IFCBOOLEAN (.T.), $);































































































-- EXPRESS definition 
TYPE 
primary_colour = ENUMURATION OF (red, green, blue);
END_TYPE
ENTITY widget;
p_colour : primary_colour; ------------> A
END_ENTITY;


















































































public interface Enum {
public String getSelection();
public void setSelection(String sel);
public void setSelection (int sel);
86
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public class IfcDoorStyleOperationEnum implements Serializable , Enum {
private HashMap m;




























".REVOLVING.", ".ROLLINGUP.", ".USERDEFINED.", ".NOTDEFINED."};
private int value;  
public IfcDoorStyleOperationEnum (Object type){    
String a= type.toString();
87
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m = new HashMap();
for (int i=0; i< values.length; i++)
{
m.put((Object)values[i], ((Object)new Integer (i)));
}
value=  Integer.parseInt( (m.get(a).toString()));
}
public IfcDoorStyleOperationEnum (int enum){
if (enum >= 0 && enum <= values.length)
value=enum;
else








public void setSelection(String sel){
for (int i=0; i < values.length; i++)
{
if (values[i].compareTo(sel)==0)// check if the value is valid ?
value=i;
else
//("An Exception is thrown");
}
}
public void setSelection (int sel){



































































































































EXPRESS ISO 10303-P11 definition of “IfcDoorStyle” entity
ENTITY IfcDoorStyle
SUBTYPE OF (IfcTypeProduct);  
88
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OperationType      :   IfcDoorStyleOperationEnum;
ConstructionType   :   IfcDoorStyleConstructionEnum;
ParameterTakesPrecedence   :   BOOLEAN;
Sizeable   :   BOOLEAN;  
END_ENTITY;























































































































































Figure 5.27 An EXPRESS-G diagram for the
enumerations, IFC2x Model Implementation Guide
(2002)
Figure 5.26 A UML diagram for Mapping  IFC
Enumerations to Java

















































ENTITY Leader SUBTYPE OF (EMPLOYEE);
project: STRING;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY Manager SUBTYPE OF (EMPLOYEE);
unit: STRING;
END_ENTITY;




attendees: SET [2:?] OF Supervisor;
END_ENTITY;
-- Instantiated in STEP-P21 as:
#1 = LEADER ('J.Brahms', Academic Festival');
#2 = MANAGER ('S. Ozawa', 'Tokyo Symphony');
#3 = EMPLOYEE ('Martin');
#4 = MEETING ('14921012', (#1, #2));
     ^         ^

















































































































































-- EXPRESS definition of IfcMaterialSelect Type
TYPE IfcMaterialSelect = SELECT  
 (  IfcMaterial,
90



































































public interface Select {
public String Underlying_typeName(); 
public Object Underlying_typeObject();
}
----------------------------------------------------------------   
public class IfcMaterial implements IfcMaterialSelect, Serializable{
   public String Name= null;
   public transient ArrayList ClassifiedAs=null;  // INVERSE attribute
   public IfcMaterial(){}
   public String Underlying_typeName() {
return ((Class)this.getClass()).getName();
   }
   public Object Underlying_typeObject() {
return this;




























































































EXPRESS definition of IfcRelAssociatesMaterial
ENTITY IfcRelAssociates;  
RelatedObjects   :   SET [1:?] OF IfcRoot;  
END_ENTITY
ENTITY IfcRelAssociatesMaterial; SUBTYPE OF (IfcRelAssociates)








































































































































































GlobalId :   IfcGloballyUniqueId;
OwnerHistory   :   IfcOwnerHistory;
Name :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;
Description   :   OPTIONAL IfcText;
ENTITY IfcObject;
ObjectType   :   OPTIONAL IfcLabel;
INVERSE
IsDefinedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelDefines FOR RelatedObjects;
HasAssociations :   SET OF IfcRelAssociates FOR RelatedObjects;
HasAssignments  :   SET OF IfcRelAssigns FOR RelatedObjects;  
Decomposes   :   SET OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR RelatedObjects;
IsDecomposedBy  :   SET [0:1] OF IfcRelDecomposes FOR 
    RelatingObject;
ENTITY IfcProduct;
ObjectPlacement :   OPTIONAL IfcObjectPlacement;  
Representation  :   OPTIONAL IfcProductRepresentation;  
INVERSE
ReferencedBy   :   SET OF IfcRelAssignsToProduct FOR  
          RelatingProduct;  
ENTITY IfcElement;  
Tag   :   OPTIONAL IfcIdentifier;  
INVERSE  
ConnectedTo    :   SET OF IfcRelConnectsElements FOR 
          RelatingElement;  
ConnectedFrom  :   SET OF IfcRelConnectsElements FOR  
           RelatedElement;  
ContainedInStructure:   SET [0:1] OF  
    IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure FOR 
    RelatedElements;  
ENTITY IfcBuildingElement;
INVERSE
ProvidesBoundaries  :    SET OF IfcRelSpaceBoundary FOR 
     RelatedBuildingElement;  
HasOpenings   :    SET OF IfcRelVoidsElement FOR 
     RelatingBuildingElement;  
FillsVoids   :    SET OF IfcRelFillsElement FOR 
     RelatedBuildingElement;  
END_ENTITY;
-- MAPPING to STEP-P21 (a code cut out from a STEP file):
#57 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('1juGXWoCL1auasdHNXsRHo', #6, 'Wand-
006', $, $, #56, #54, $);
92




































































IfcObject  is  the
generalization  of  any
semantically treated thing or process within IFC”.  IfcProduct
is “ Any object, manufactured,
supplied or created for incorporation into an AEC/FM project”. IfcElement
is
“A Generalization
of  all  components  that  make  up  an  AEC  product”. IfcBuildingElement 
“comprises  all





























































































































Figure 5.28 A UML diagram showing the inheritance tree of an
IfcWallStandardCase

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































public interface SDAI {
public String getName();  // returns the name of the class.
public String getLnNr (); // returns the identifier 
public void setLineNr (long lnr);  // sets a new identifier 
public Object[] getAttributes();   // returns the attributes
public Object getIfcCmp ();  // returns the IFC Component
public void setAttributes (Object[] att);  //sets Attributes }
95
Figure 5.29 Java packages representing
IFC EXPRESS schemata









































































































































public class IfcDoor extends IfcBuildingElement implements Serializable{
   public Double OverallHeight=null;
   public Double OverallWidth=null;
   public IfcDoor() {
   super();



















package IfcModel.IfcSharedBldgElements;   // early binding example 
public class _ifcdoor extends IfcDoor implements SDAI, Serializable {
private Object[] arguments;
private String ln_nr=null;  
public _ifcdoor(Object[] att){
   this.arguments= att;
   this.ln_nr=att[0].toString();
}
public _ifcdoor(){
   super();
}
96
Figure 5.30UML diagram showing the separation between
the IFC model and its implementation, (Nour et al, 2005)




public String getLnNr (){





public void setAttributes(Object[] my_att)  
{





super.Name=arguments[4]==null ? null : (String)
this.arguments[4];  // handling optional attributes
super.Description= arguments[5]== null ? null : (String)
this.arguments[5]; // OPTIONAL ATTRIBUTES




super.Tag=((String)arguments[9])==null ? null :   
(String)this.arguments[9];
super.OverallHeight=arguments[10]==null ? null : new Double 
(this.arguments[10].toString());





   return this.ifc;
}
   public void setLineNr(long lnr) {
   this.ln_nr="#"+lnr;
      this.arguments[0]="#"+lnr;






























































































































































































































































































































































































































// Late Binding Implementation
public class IFCCLASS implements SDAI
{
private Object[] arguments= null;
private String class_name= null;
private String ln_nr=null; // id
public IFCCLASS(){   
}
// the SDAI interface implementation
public void setAttributes (Object[] param){
 if (param != null){
this.arguments =param;
this.class_name = (String) this.arguments[1];
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return this.ln_nr;
}
public Object getIfcCmp (){
return null; // because it is a late binding
}


































































































































































































































































































































































































public class IfcComparator implements Comparator {    
private Object elements =null;
public int compare (Object objA, Object objB){
 String a = ((ArrayList)objA).toArray()[0].toString();
 String b = ((ArrayList)objB).toArray()[0].toString();
 
 String a1=a.substring(1);  // to get rid of the “#”
 String b1=b.substring(1);
 
 long a2= new Long(a1).longValue();
 long b2= new Long(b1).longValue(); 
  
if (b2 > a2)  return -1; 
if (b2 < a2)  return  1; 































public class Interpreter 
{ // Attributes
private static boolean debug= false;
public static STEP_PARSER st;
static ArrayList ifc= null;
public static Object[] elements;
//a Map between ifc_classes and their class names for instantiation
static HashMap ifc_classes = new HashMap();
//a map between the line numbers and objects  
static HashMap ln_nrs= new HashMap();  
static private String stp_file=null;  // name of the STEP file
// for handling wrong numbering – not conforming to the ref. rules
private static ArrayList remainings= new ArrayList(); 
//Section One__________________________________________________
public Interpreter ( String _stp_file)
{
try
{ // Parsing the STEP ISO 10303-P21 file
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st.ReInit(f);
st.start();  // starting the parser
ifc = st.ifcX;//getting the ArrayList from the parser
//Section Two_____________________________________________
// 1st Step--- Sorting the ArrayList ifc using the 
// IFC comparetor comp 
IfcComparator comp= new IfcComparator();
Collections.sort(ifc, comp);





//Section Three adding the early binding classes___________
try 
{










// Instantiationg the IFC2x model________________________
instantiate();
} //_____________________________________________________ 





public void instantiate() throws InstantiationException, 
IllegalAccessException
{   
Object[] arguments;  
for (int i=0; i<elements.length; i++)
{
arguments= ((ArrayList)elements[i]).toArray();
String class_name= ((String) arguments[1]).
toLowerCase();
Class ifcClass = (Class) ifc_classes.get
("_"+class_name);
if  (ifcClass == null)
{
if (debug) System.out.println("Class is not 
yet added, it will be casted to the IFCCLASS: 
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Mapping error"); 
// Exception is thrown
return;





} // if the classes are already early binded 
















// Rectifying the referencing
Object[] ob= remainings.toArray();






for (int j=1; j < att.length; j++)
{












// Section six Checking the arguments_______________________
private SDAI checkIFC(SDAI ifc, ArrayList remainings) 
{
Object[] args= ifc.getAttributes();
for (int v=2; v< args.length; v++)
{
if (args[v]!= null && (args[v].toString()).startsWith
("#"))  // case of reference
{
SDAI s=((SDAI)ln_nrs.get(args[v]));




// for later rectification
} 
}  // case of a null reference
else if (args[v]!=null &&(args[v].toString()).
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} // case of a container class
else if (args[v] instanceof ArrayList)
{
Object[] agg=((ArrayList)args[v]).toArray();
ArrayList ne= new ArrayList();  
// the replacement
for (int t=0; t< agg.length; t++)
{
if ((agg[t].toString()).startsWith("#"))  




if (s!= null) agg[t]=s; 
else 




} // null references
else if ((agg[t].toString()).compareTo






ne.add(agg[t]);  // case anything
}





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.31 IFC2x Interpreter's flow chart
NO
Reference is added to
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Is it a reference
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 early binding Map ?

















































































































































































































breakdown of the project model
106
Figure 5.32 IFC Project Tree View with CAD
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into  manageable  subsets

























































































































































Figure 5.34 The IFC model project hierarchy and space arrangement, IFC2x Model
Implementation Guide 2002
Figure 5.33 Combined View of CAD & STEP























































































































































































Figure 5.35 Mandatory and optional levels
of the IFC project tree
Figure 5.36 Layout of the example given above

























































IfcRelgregates— The aggregation relationship IfcRelAggregates is defined by the IAI as “A
special type of the general composition/decomposition (or whole/part) relationship.” It has a
relatingObject attribute  that  references  the  entity  that  is  being  divided  (  any subtype  of
IfcObject  e.g. IfcBuilding) and a relatedObjects attribute that references a set of objects that
belong to the relatingObject (a set of IfcObject subtypes, e.g. IfcBuildingStories). Figure 5.38
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EXPRESS ISO 10303-P11 definition:
ENTITY IfcRelAggregates;  
RelatingObject   :   IfcObject;






















































































































































































































































Figure 5.39 The Project Tree Viewer flow chart







































































































































































































































































Figure 5.40 A snap shot showing the tree-view GUI













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-- The EXPRESS definition
ENTITY IfcWallStandardCase;  
  ENTITY IfcRoot;  
  (...)
  ENTITY IfcObject;  
  (...) 
  ENTITY IfcProduct;  
  ObjectPlacement    :   OPTIONAL IfcObjectPlacement;  
  Representation     :   OPTIONAL IfcProductRepresentation;  
  INVERSE  
  (...)  
  ENTITY IfcElement;  
  (...) 
  ENTITY IfcBuildingElement;  
  (...) 
END_ENTITY; -- IfcWallStandardCase 
-- And the IFC-STEP File is exchanged as:------------------------------
#57 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('3e_at4omrAcOTZok1_wgCg', #6, 'Wand- 006', $, 
$, #56, #54, $); -- (#56= placement, #54 rep.) 
#56 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT ($, #55);
#54 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#41, #50, #53));





































































































































































Figure 5.41 An EXPRESS-G Diagram showing the product placement in the coordinate system
Figure 5.42 A UML Diagram for the
IfcAxis2Placement, (Nour 2005)


































TYPE IfcAxis2Placement = SELECT  
(IfcAxis2Placement2D, IfcAxis2Placement3D); 
END_TYPE;
ENTITY IfcPlacement;  
Location   :   IfcCartesianPoint;  
DERIVE  
Dim   :   IfcDimensionCount :=  Location.Dim;  
END_ENTITY;  
------------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTITY IfcAxis2Placement3D  SUBTYPE OF (IfcPlacement);
Axis   :   OPTIONAL IfcDirection;  
RefDirection   :   OPTIONAL IfcDirection;   
DERIVE  














































Definitions of the IfcAxis2Placement3D:
1- The EXPRESS entity definition:
ENTITY IfcAxis2Placement3D  
 SUBTYPE OF (IfcPlacement);  
 Axis   :   OPTIONAL IfcDirection;  
 RefDirection   :   OPTIONAL IfcDirection;   
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-- Extract from an IFC-STEP ISO 10303 P-21 file
#140 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.0, 0.0));
#145 = IFCDIRECTION ((0.0, 0.0, 1.0));
#150 = IFCDIRECTION ((1.0, 0.0, 0.0));
#155 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#140, #145, #150);
3- Definition from ISO 10303-42:1992:
“The location and orientation in three dimensional
space of three mutually perpendicular axes. An axis2_placement_3D (IfcAxis2Placement3D) is
defined  in  terms  of  a  point  (inherited  from  IfcPlacement  supertype)  and  two  (ideally
orthogonal) axes. It can be used to locate and originate an object in three dimensional space
and to define a placement coordinate system. The entity includes a point which forms the origin
of  the  placement  coordinate  system.  Two  direction  vectors  are  required  to  complete  the
definition of the placement coordinate system. The axis is the placement Z axis direction and




































































-- EXPRESS definition of a local placement
ENTITY IfcLocalPlacement;  
PlacementRelTo   :   OPTIONAL IfcObjectPlacement;  


































































































/* Definition of the world coordinate system */
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#1=IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT($, '3Dmodel', 3, 1.0E-005, #2, $);
#2=IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D(#3, $, $);
#3=IFCCARTESIANPOINT((0.0, 0.0, 0.0));

















































































































































































































































































































IfcRelVoidsElements,  IfcRelFillsElements,  IfcRelCoversBuildingElements,
118
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IfcRelAssembels).






















































































































































































































































































































ENTITY IfcSweptAreaSolid;  
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SweptArea  :   IfcProfileDef;  
Position   :   IfcAxis2Placement3D;  
END_ENTITY 
ENTITY IfcExtrudedAreaSolid;  
ExtrudedDirection   :   IfcDirection;  
Depth   :   IfcPositiveLengthMeasure;
WHERE  
WR1   :   IfcDotProduct(SELF\IfcSweptAreaSolid.Position.P[3], 


















































































































-- Setting the representation contexts...
#100 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Design', 3, 1.0E-5, 
#680, $);
#175 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Sketch', 3, 1.0E-5, 
#680, $);
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--The wall's attribute, #900 refers to the shape representation...
#195 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('0ut41YbU54kw92AmTHWCZp', #200, 'Wand-006', 
 $, $, #270, #900, $);
#900 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#105, #165, #180));
-- The wall is defined by 3 representations at the same time
#105 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#100, 'Axis', 'Curve2D', (#95));
#165 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#100, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#160));
#180 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#175, '', 'BoundingBox', (#170));
----------------------------------------------------------------------
#160 = IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID (#135, #155, #145, 2.7);
#135 = IFCARBITRARYCLOSEDPROFILEDEF (.AREA., $, #130);
#145 = IFCDIRECTION ((0.0, 0.0, 1.0)); -- Extrusion in z-axis
#155 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#140, #145, #150); -- Placement in XY Plane 
-- The points of the polyline 
#110 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.0));
#115 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((10.00, 0.0));
#120 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((10.00, 0.365));
#125 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.365));



















































































































































































































































































Figure 5.43 A snap shot of the Client User Interface
Current 
Building Storey








































































































































Figure 5.45.Selection of elements on the CAD View
Figure 5.44 A snap shot from ArchiCAD showing the IFC model









































































































































Figure 5.46 A snap shot from ArchiCAD
showing vertical section 1-1 of the IFC model
Figure 5.49 The CAD view of the Software
development showing the floor at level (0.0) & its
constituents
Figure 5.47 A snap shot from ArchiCAD
showing the floor at level 0.0
Figure 5.48 The CAD view of the Software
development showing the floor at level
(3.05) & its constituents
First Floor Ground Floor




















































































































public interface Drawable {































































































Figure 5.51 A zoomed in snap shot showing the
details of connection between walls, openings &
doors
Figure 5.50 A snap shot showing the rotation
of the ground floor by 45 degrees anti-
clockwise


































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.52 A tree view of the Java
package related to the CAD view

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.54 A snap shot of the STEP view



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.55 An overall view of the operations on the IFC model, (Nour et al 2005)








































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.56 An EXPRESS-G diagram showing the
relation between properties & construction
products through the definition relationship,
(Nour er al 2005)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#1050 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATIONFACET ('ISO10000');
#1060 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATION ((#1050, #1055));
#1065 = IFCRELASSOCIATESCLASSIFICATION ('OIP_0291129a7', #190, 'OIP4', 
'classification', (#650), #1060);
#1055 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATIONFACET ('DIN123');
-- #1050 will be changed to ---------------------------->










































































Figure 5.57 Instantiation of PsetDoorCommon
 
































































































































































































































Figure 5.58 Reflection of update  on the Project
Tree
Figure 5.59 Explicit Updates
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Figure 5.60 Writing STEP ISO 10303 P-21,     (Nour
et al 2005)











































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.61 A Snap shot from ArchiCAD showing
the Import results









































































































5.6  Merging and Updating of Construction Product


























































































Figure 5.62 A Snap Shot from ArchiCAD
showing the newly instantiated data
Figure 5.63 A Snap Shot from ADT showing the
import results
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Figure 5.64 A snap shot of the console output showing the query








0 Name of the object
Commercial Set
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Figure 5.65 The wrapping of















































































































































































































































Figure 5.66 The GUI for merging and updating construction product
information to the IFC model
Technical OIP
Project Tree View 
Commercial OIP
















































































































































































































































































Figure 5.67 Checking for updates
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Chapter 6 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































              Appendix: A




('Sample NURBS geometry for a Boeing 707', /* description */
'for the Common STEP Tasks tutorial'),'1'); /* impl level */ 
FILE_NAME ('ap203_database', /* name */
'2004-05-18T14:18:59-04:00', /* timestamp */
('Nour Mohamed'), /* author */
('STEP Tools Inc.', /* organization */
'Rensselaer Technology Park',
'Troy, New York 12180',
'info@steptools.com'),
'ST-DEVELOPER v1.4', /* preprocessor */
'', /* originating system */
''); /* authorization */
FILE_SCHEMA (('IFC_2x')); /* schema */
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#1 = IFCORGANIZATION ('GS', 'Graphisoft', 'Graphisoft', $, $);
#3 = IFCPERSON ($, 'Undefined', $, $, $, $, $, $);
#4 = IFCORGANIZATION ($, 'OrganizationName', $, $, $);
#5 = IFCPERSONANDORGANIZATION (#3, #4, $);
#7 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .LENGTHUNIT., $, .METRE.);
#8 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .AREAUNIT., $, .SQUARE_METRE.);
#9 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .VOLUMEUNIT., $, .CUBIC_METRE.);
#10 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .PLANEANGLEUNIT., $, .RADIAN.);
#11 = IFCMEASUREWITHUNIT (IFCPOSITIVELENGTHMEASURE (57.29577951308232), #10);
#12 = IFCDIMENSIONALEXPONENTS (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
#13 = IFCCONVERSIONBASEDUNIT (#12, .PLANEANGLEUNIT., 'DEGREE', #11);
#14 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .SOLIDANGLEUNIT., $, .STERADIAN.);
#15 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .MASSUNIT., $, .GRAM.);
#16 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .TIMEUNIT., $, .SECOND.);
#17 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .THERMODYNAMICTEMPERATUREUNIT., $, .DEGREE_CELSIUS.);
#18 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .LUMINOUSINTENSITYUNIT., $, .LUMEN.);
#19 = IFCUNITASSIGNMENT ((#7, #8, #9, #13, #14, #15, #16, #17, #18));
#21 = IFCDIRECTION ((0., 1., 0.));
#29 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#27, #24);
#27 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT ($, #24);
#24 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#23, #22, #20);
#23 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0., 0., 0.));
#22 = IFCDIRECTION ((0., 0., 1.));
#20 = IFCDIRECTION ((1., 0., 0.));
#31 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#23, #22, #20);
#32 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#29, #31);
#6 = IFCOWNERHISTORY (#5, #2, $, .NOCHANGE., $, $, $, 1112701816);
#2 = IFCAPPLICATION (#1, '7.0', 'ArchiCAD 7.0', 'ArchiCAD');
#34 = IFCMATERIAL ('Gips');
#35 = IFCMATERIALLAYER (#34, 0.365, $);
#36 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSET ((#35), 'Gips');
#37 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSETUSAGE (#36, .AXIS2., .POSITIVE., 0.);
#38 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0., 0.));
#39 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((6., 0.));
#40 = IFCPOLYLINE ((#38, #39));
#41 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#25, 'Axis', 'Curve2D', (#40));
#42 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0., 0.));
#43 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((6., 0.));
#44 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((6., 0.365));
#45 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((-6.162975822039155E-033, 0.365));
#46 = IFCPOLYLINE ((#42, #43, #44, #45, #42));
#47 = IFCARBITRARYCLOSEDPROFILEDEF (.AREA., $, #46);
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#49 = IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID (#47, #48, #22, 2.7);
#50 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#25, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#49));
#51 = IFCBOUNDINGBOX (#23, 6., 0.365, 2.7);
#25 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Design', 3, 1.E-005, #24, $);
#52 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Sketch', 3, 1.E-005, #24, $);
#26 = IFCPROJECT ('2CG4MunUj4vO3nI3z9Vhqx', #6, 'Default Project', $, $, $, $, (#25, #52),
#19);
#53 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#52, '', 'BoundingBox', (#51));
#54 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#41, #50, #53));
#55 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#23, #22, #20);
#33 = IFCBUILDINGSTOREY ('2uKnZK72LCAxbjZFD7EaQm', #6, '', $, $, #32, $, '', .ELEMENT.,
0.);
#56 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#32, #55);
#58 = IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL ('32B1UlqNz4fxYalcsSKrzq', #6, $, $, (#57), #37);
#57 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('1juGXWoCL1auasdHNXsRHo', #6, 'Wand-006', $, $, #56,
#54, $);
#74 = IFCRELCONTAINEDINSPATIALSTRUCTURE ('3xPT1B2IL9V995T1G5R66w', #6,
'BuildingStoreyContainer', 'BuildingStoreyContainer for Building Elements', (#57), #33);
#30 = IFCBUILDING ('3IExBBu7L0OO1zvCmAsCzz', #6, 'Default Building', $, $, #29, $, $, .
ELEMENT., $, $, $);
#75 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('136BXTXr556eyQ5BRc142a', #6, 'BuildingContainer',
'BuildingContainer for BuildigStories', #30, (#33));
#28 = IFCSITE ('0ya9Zz9ezDdxRKlVaZ4xNu', #6, 'Default Site', $, $, #27,
 $, $, .ELEMENT., $, $, $, $, $);
#76 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('0OHMZ0ltz7eP2I0RZ_rRGK', #6, 'SiteContainer', 
'SiteContainer For Buildings', #28, (#30));
#77 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('38ACleQpjBcuhsVHlAtZdY', #6, 'ProjectContainer'
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 Appendix A2:  A jjdoc output of the STEP_Parser.jj grammar file for the NON-
TERMIANLS. 
Start ::=         stepHeader
stepHeader ::=        ( <ISOSTEP> <IDENTIFIER> <EOC> ( <IDENTIFIER> 
<OPEN_B> argList              <CLOSE_B> <EOC> )+  <ENDSEC> 
<DATA> )+ ifcList  ( <ENDSEC><END_ISO_STEP> )+
ifcList ::=        ( ifcElement )*
ifcElement ::=        <Line_Nr> <EQUALS> <IDENTIFIER> <OPEN_B> argList 
<CLOSE_B> <EOC>
argList ::=        ( arg )*
arg ::=         <IDENTIFIER>
                              |              <WILD>           // for parsing any user defined String
                              |              <Line_Nr>       // identifier of the element (# 9 digits)
                              |              ","                     //to separate between attribute values
                              |              <ASTRISK>    //attributes that are re-defined in sub-classes
                              |              <IFC_VALUE>
                              |              <IFC_UNIT>
                              |              ( "+" )? numLiteral
                              |              ( "-" )? numLiteral
                              |              "(" argList ")"
numLiteral       ::=                                                                           
 <INTEGER_LITERAL>   
       |     <FLOATING_POINT_LITERAL>
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 Appendix A3: IAI Definition of the the PsetDoorCommon
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public String REF=null; public String DESC=null;
public String IsExterior=null; public String INF=null;
public String FIRE=null; public String ACC=null;
public String SEC=null; public String Thermal=null;
public String[] values;
public String[] names={ "REFERENCE", "DESCRIPTION", "IsExterior", 





public PsetDoorCommon(SDAI[] _w, SDAI _select)
{ elements=_w;
//Section I getting the ownerhistory (needed for the instatiation)
for (int i=0; i< elements .length  ; i++)
{






} // Section II Setting the vlaues obtained from the GUI 
public void  setValues()
{
   REF=values[0];
   DESC=values[1];
   IsExterior=values[2];
   INF=values[3];
   FIRE=values[4];
   ACC=values[5];
   SEC=values[6];
   Thermal=values[7];




























"'IsExterior'","... " ,this.IsExterior ! =null ? 




if (INF != null)
{
Object[] o4= {"#"+w.m.max_lnr++, 




if (Thermal != null)







if (FIRE != null)
{
Object[] o6={"#"+w.m.max_lnr++, 





if (ACC != null)
{
Object[] o7={"#"+w.m.max_lnr++, 




if (SEC != null)
{
Object[] o8={"#"+w.m.max_lnr++, 






public void write() {  // adding the properties to the model
ArrayList mylist= new ArrayList();
for (int i=0; i< elements .length ; i++){
mylist.add(elements [i]);
}
// adding the single properties to both the IfcElements list 
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prts= new HashSet();
if (p1 != null) {mylist.add(p1);prts.add(p1);}
       if (p2 != null) {mylist.add(p2);prts.add(p2);}
if (p3 != null) {mylist.add(p3);prts.add(p3);}
if (p4 != null) {mylist.add(p4);prts.add(p4);}
if (p5 != null) {mylist.add(p5);prts.add(p5);}
if (p6 != null) {mylist.add(p6);prts.add(p6);}
if (p7 != null) {mylist.add(p7);prts.add(p7);}
      if (p8 != null) {mylist.add(p8);prts.add(p8);}
ArrayList b= new ArrayList(prts);
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FILE_DESCRIPTION (('Bauhaus Universität, Weimar.','Build Number of the Ifc 2x interface:
00088 (16-02-2003)'), '2;1');
FILE_NAME ('prova1.IFC', '2005-06-27 21:58:11.553' ,('Mohamed Nour'), ('Bauhaus





#5 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .LENGTHUNIT., $, .METRE.);
#10 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .AREAUNIT., $, .SQUARE_METRE.);
#15 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .VOLUMEUNIT., $, .CUBIC_METRE.);
#20 = IFCDIMENSIONALEXPONENTS (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
#25 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .PLANEANGLEUNIT., $, .RADIAN.);
#30 = IFCMEASUREWITHUNIT (IFCPOSITIVELENGTHMEASURE (57.29577951308232), #25);
#35 = IFCCONVERSIONBASEDUNIT (#20, .PLANEANGLEUNIT., 'DEGREE', #30);
#40 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .SOLIDANGLEUNIT., $, .STERADIAN.);
#45 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .MASSUNIT., $, .GRAM.);
#50 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .TIMEUNIT., $, .SECOND.);
#55 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .THERMODYNAMICTEMPERATUREUNIT., $, .DEGREE_CELSIUS.);
#60 = IFCSIUNIT (*, .LUMINOUSINTENSITYUNIT., $, .LUMEN.);
#65 = IFCMATERIAL ('Gips');
#70 = IFCMATERIALLAYER (#65, 0.365, $);
#75 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.0));
#80 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((10.10120319042872, 0.0));
#85 = IFCPOLYLINE ((#75, #80));
#95 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#90, 'Axis', 'Curve2D', (#85));
#100 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.0));
#105 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((10.10120319042872, 0.0));
#110 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((10.10120319042872, 0.365));
#115 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.365));
#120 = IFCPOLYLINE ((#100, #105, #110, #115, #100));
#125 = IFCARBITRARYCLOSEDPROFILEDEF (.AREA., $, #120);
#145 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#130, #135, #140);
#150 = IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID (#125, #145, #135, 2.7);
#155 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#90, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#150));
#160 = IFCBOUNDINGBOX (#130, 10.10120319042872, 0.365, 2.7);
#170 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#165, '', 'BoundingBox', (#160));
#175 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSET ((#70), 'Gips');
#180 = IFCMATERIALLAYERSETUSAGE (#175, .AXIS2., .POSITIVE., 0.0);
#195 = IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL ('3TCnUKl5vFsABjwY2SfLle', #190, $, $, (#185), #180);
#200 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((1.05, 1.110223024625157E-16));
#205 = IFCDIRECTION ((1.0, 0.0));
#210 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT2D (#200, #205);
#215 = IFCRECTANGLEPROFILEDEF (.AREA., $, #210, 2.1, 1.0);
#220 = IFCDIRECTION ((0.0, 1.0, 0.0));
#225 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#130, #220, #135);
#230 = IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID (#215, #225, #135, 0.365);
#235 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#90, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#230));
#245 = IFCRELVOIDSELEMENT ('2Az3wzJrL8Gw2L7sYQ2RS6', #190, $, $, #185, #240);
#250 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((1.0, 0.09999999999999998, -2.234906595725838E-17));
#255 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((1.0, -2.775557561562891E-17, -1.62260341881465E-17));
#260 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, 0.09999999999999998, -2.234906595725838E-17));
#265 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, -2.775557561562891E-17, -1.62260341881465E-17));
#270 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, 0.1000000000000001, 2.05));
#275 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, 9.71445146547012E-17, 2.05));
#280 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, 0.1000000000000001, 2.05));
#285 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, 9.71445146547012E-17, 2.05));
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#290 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, 0.09999999999999998, -2.234906595725838E-
17));
#295 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, -2.775557561562891E-17,
-1.62260341881465E-17));
#300 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.09999999999999998, -2.234906595725838E-17));
#305 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.1000000000000001, 2.1));
#310 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 9.71445146547012E-17, 2.1));
#315 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((1.0, 0.1000000000000001, 2.1));
#320 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((1.0, 9.71445146547012E-17, 2.1));
#325 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, 0.05999999999999998, -1.989985324961363E-
17));
#330 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.04999999999999999, 0.0600000000000001, 2.05));
#335 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, 0.0600000000000001, 2.05));
#340 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.95, 0.05999999999999998, -1.989985324961363E-17));
#345 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#250, #255, #265, #260));
#350 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#345, .T.);
#355 = IFCFACE ((#350));
#360 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#260, #265, #275, #270));
#365 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#360, .T.);
#370 = IFCFACE ((#365));
#375 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#270, #275, #285, #280));
#380 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#375, .T.);
#385 = IFCFACE ((#380));
#390 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#280, #285, #295, #290));
#395 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#390, .T.);
#400 = IFCFACE ((#395));
#405 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#290, #295, #130, #300));
#410 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#405, .T.);
#415 = IFCFACE ((#410));
#420 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#300, #130, #310, #305));
#425 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#420, .T.);
#430 = IFCFACE ((#425));
#435 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#305, #310, #320, #315));
#440 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#435, .T.);
#445 = IFCFACE ((#440));
#450 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#315, #320, #255, #250));
#455 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#450, .T.);
#460 = IFCFACE ((#455));
#465 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#250, #260, #270, #280, #290, #300, #305, #315));
#470 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#465, .T.);
#475 = IFCFACE ((#470));
#480 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#255, #320, #310, #130, #295, #285, #275, #265));
#485 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#480, .T.);
#490 = IFCFACE ((#485));
#495 = IFCCLOSEDSHELL ((#355, #370, #385, #400, #415, #430, #445, #460, #475, #490));
#500 = IFCFACETEDBREP (#495);
#505 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#290, #325, #330, #280));
#510 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#505, .T.);
#515 = IFCFACE ((#510));
#520 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#280, #330, #335, #270));
#525 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#520, .T.);
#530 = IFCFACE ((#525));
#535 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#270, #335, #340, #260));
#540 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#535, .T.);
#545 = IFCFACE ((#540));
#550 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#260, #340, #325, #290));
#555 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#550, .T.);
#560 = IFCFACE ((#555));
#565 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#290, #280, #270, #260));
#570 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#565, .T.);
#575 = IFCFACE ((#570));
#580 = IFCPOLYLOOP ((#325, #340, #335, #330));
#585 = IFCFACEOUTERBOUND (#580, .T.);
#590 = IFCFACE ((#585));
#595 = IFCCLOSEDSHELL ((#515, #530, #545, #560, #575, #590));
#600 = IFCFACETEDBREP (#595);
#605 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#90, 'Body', 'Brep', (#500, #600));
#130 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0.0, 0.0, 0.0));
#610 = IFCBOUNDINGBOX (#130, 1.0, 0.1000000000000001, 2.1);
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#135 = IFCDIRECTION ((0.0, 0.0, 1.0));
#140 = IFCDIRECTION ((1.0, 0.0, 0.0));
#615 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#130, #135, #140);
#90 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Design', 3, 1.0E-5, #615, $);
#165 = IFCGEOMETRICREPRESENTATIONCONTEXT ('Plan', 'Sketch', 3, 1.0E-5, #615, $);
#620 = IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#165, '', 'BoundingBox', (#610));
#625 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((3.465191904287138, 0.0, 0.0));
#630 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#625, #135, #140);
#640 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#635, #630);
#645 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#235));
#240 = IFCOPENINGELEMENT ('0S5L_BYhL9HA$DiCBs_2sA', #190, $, $, $, #640, #645, $);
#655 = IFCRELFILLSELEMENT ('3mzNgIau1ASutjmkUxrjkk', #190, $, $, #240, #650);
#660 = IFCDOORLININGPROPERTIES ('1Dk_90R91FCPwTTDLdBFjz', #190, $, $, 0.1, 0.05, $, $, $,
$, $, $, $, $, $);
#665 = IFCDOORPANELPROPERTIES ('3Cx5MviDz3jvI97hgKs7dz', #190, $, $, 0.04, .SWINGING.,
1.0, .MIDDLE., $);
#670 = IFCDOORSTYLE ('22pPa5fu13r98s6EWYiKfX', #190, $, $, $, (#660, #665), $, $, .
SINGLE_SWING_LEFT., .ALUMINIUM., .F., .F.);
#680 = IFCRELDEFINESBYTYPE ('OIP_02e66cedd', #190, 'OIP4', 'type_definition', (#650),
#675);
#685 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('INFO', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE (''), $);
#690 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('REVEAL', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#695 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('HEAD DEPTH', $, IFCNUMERICMEASURE (0.), $);
#700 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('SILL DEPTH', $, IFCNUMERICMEASURE (0.), $);
#705 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('JAMB DEPTH', $, IFCNUMERICMEASURE (0.), $);
#710 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('JAMB DEPTH 2', $, IFCNUMERICMEASURE (0.), $);
#715 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('HINGE AT START', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#720 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('SWING TO INTERIOR', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#725 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('REFSIDE', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#730 = IFCCOMPLEXPROPERTY ('DOOR', $, 'ArchiCAD', (#685, #690, #695, #700, #705, #710,
#715, #720, #725));
#735 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((-0.5, 0.265, 0.0));
#740 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#735, #135, #140);
#745 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#640, #740);
#750 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#605, #620));
#650 = IFCDOOR ('2XRBG6KUPCABBepxeXZZpe', #190, 'T\X\FCr-004', $, $, #745, #750, $, 2.1,
1.0);
#760 = IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES ('2MA2MMI9T71RiUrdhxEUpK', #190, 'ArchiCAD',
'ExtendedProperties', (#650), #755);
#755 = IFCPROPERTYSET ('3OwdtkyV10dBOpKTH2ofe8', #190, 'Graphisoft AC70 DOOR', 'Graphisoft
AC70', (#730));
#770 = IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES ('3uvUkwGvLD5B69Kb12VESL', #190, $, $, (#650), #765);
#765 = IFCPROPERTYSET ('15OYbYFhj8_R1rBQ_bAdAQ', #190, 'Pset_DoorCommon', $, (#775, #780,
#785));
#775 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Reference', $, IFCIDENTIFIER ('re'), $);
#780 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Description', $, IFCLABEL ('d'), $);
#785 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('IsExterior', $, IFCBOOLEAN (.T.), $);
#790 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('LAYERNAME', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE
('Au\X\DFenw\X\E4nde'), $);
#795 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('INFO', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Wand-006'), $);
#800 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('REFMATNAME', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Verputz,
wei\X\DF'), $);
#805 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('SIDEMATNAME', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Verputz,
wei\X\DF'), $);
#810 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('OPPMATNAME', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Verputz,
wei\X\DF'), $);
#815 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL CONTPEN', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Pen4'), $);
#820 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL CONTLTYPE', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Vollinie'),
$);
#825 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL CONTPEN3D', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Pen2'), $);
#830 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL FILLPEN', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Pen2'), $);
#835 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL FILLBGPEN', $, IFCDESCRIPTIVEMEASURE ('Missing Pen
(0)'), $);
#840 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL USECOMPPENS', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#845 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('WALL USECOMPBGPEN', $, IFCINTEGER (0), $);
#850 = IFCCOMPLEXPROPERTY ('WALL', $, 'ArchiCAD', (#790, #795, #800, #805, #810, #815,
#820, #825, #830, #835, #840, #845));
#855 = IFCPROPERTYSET ('2uuQAfrmz0veWuL3Hm$CCN', #190, 'Graphisoft AC70 WALL', 'Graphisoft
AC70', (#850));
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#860 = IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES ('1j262uvyjBRw1t1e02cX3A', #190, 'ArchiCAD',
'ExtendedProperties', (#185), #855);
#865 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#130, #135, #140);
#875 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#870, #865);
#880 = IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((-0.07009872382851423, -0.1156536989032908, 0.0));
#885 = IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#880, #135, #140);
#635 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#875, #885);
#890 = IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#95, #155, #170));
#185 = IFCWALLSTANDARDCASE ('0ut41YbU54kw92AmTHWCZp', #190, 'Wand-006', $, $, #635, #890,
$);
#895 = IFCPERSON ($, 'Undefined', $, $, $, $, $, $);
#900 = IFCORGANIZATION ($, 'OrganizationName', $, $, $);
#905 = IFCPERSONANDORGANIZATION (#895, #900, $);
#910 = IFCORGANIZATION ('GS', 'Graphisoft', 'Graphisoft', $, $);
#915 = IFCAPPLICATION (#910, '7.0', 'ArchiCAD 7.0', 'ArchiCAD');
#190 = IFCOWNERHISTORY (#905, #915, $, .NOCHANGE., $, $, $, 1107858490);
#920 = IFCBUILDINGSTOREY ('2syKlroGT6g8FlqdPqUKPX', #190, '', $, $, #875, $, '', .
ELEMENT., 0.0);
#925 = IFCRELCONTAINEDINSPATIALSTRUCTURE ('1GFqluQ6PFmQyJGwat8x8o', #190,
'BuildingStoreyContainer', 'BuildingStoreyContainer for Building Elements', (#185, #650),
#920);
#870 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#930, #615);
#935 = IFCBUILDING ('1VM5_lKOHA6fYkaj5TxbPh', #190, 'Default Building', $, $, #870, $,
$, .ELEMENT., $, $, $);
#940 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('3FCllzafP1Xg1J$9qE9CTz', #190, 'BuildingContainer',
'BuildingContainer for BuildigStories', #935, (#920));
#930 = IFCLOCALPLACEMENT ($, #615);
#945 = IFCSITE ('2w3KdbWpr0rgqF8_D1QOtI', #190, 'Default Site', $, $, #930, $, $, .
ELEMENT., $, $, $, $, $);
#950 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('2oBFYAeffFwuZzYCV9hdwX', #190, 'SiteContainer', 'SiteContainer
For Buildings', #945, (#935));
#955 = IFCUNITASSIGNMENT ((#5, #10, #15, #35, #40, #45, #50, #55, #60));
#960 = IFCPROJECT ('2PwqLnSQPEkRKQO_v5W8ft', #190, 'Default Project', $, $, $, $, (#90,
#165), #955);
#965 = IFCRELAGGREGATES ('3sBDTHViPCRQI0LSI5w0Sq', #190, 'ProjectContainer',
'ProjectContainer for Sites', #960, (#945));
#970 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Country Of Origin', 'The origin of the product', IFCLABEL
('GER'), $);
#975 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Brand Name', 'The Brand Name of the Product', IFCLABEL
('BAB'), $);
#980 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('List Price', 'The List Price of the Door',
IFCMONETARYMEASURE (1222.00), $);
#985 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Availability', 'The availability of the Product',
IFCBOOLEAN (.T.), $);
#990 = IFCPROPERTYSET ('OIP_01d1b2067', #190, 'Pset_DoorCommercial',
'Pset_DoorCommercial', (#970, #975, #980, #985));
#995 = IfcRelDefinesByProperties ('OIP_01d1b2067', #190, 'Pset_DoorCommercial',
'Pset_DoorCommercial', (#650), #990);
#675 = IFCDOORSTYLE ('OIP_02e66cedd', #190, $, $, $, $, $, $, .SINGLE_SWING_RIGHT., .
STEEL., .F., .F.);
#1000 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATIONFACET ('ISO9000');
#1005 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATION ((#1000));
#1010 = IFCRELASSOCIATESCLASSIFICATION ('OIP_01393c32a', #190, 'OIP4', 'classification',
(#650), #1005);
#1020 = IFCMATERIALLIST ((#1015));
#1025 = IFCPROPERTYREFERENCEVALUE ('Materal for a product', 'description', 'OIP', #1020);
#1030 = IFCPROPERTYSET ('OIP_02ff2541b', #190, 'External References to Materials',
'Description', (#1025));
#1035 = IFCRELDEFINESBYPROPERTIES ('OIP_02ff2541b', #190, 'Relating material to product',
'description', (#185), #1030);
#1040 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Length', $, IFCREAL (0.21), $);
#1015 = IFCMATERIAL ('02053d636  ---> Material: BRICK');
#1065 = IFCEXTENDEDMATERIALPROPERTIES (#1015, (#1040, #1045, #1050, #1055, #1060),
'Relating property to material', 'Name');
#1045 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Height', $, IFCREAL (0.075), $);
#1050 = IFCPROPERTYREFERENCEVALUE ('Constituent for a Material', 'description', 'OIP',
#1070);
#1070 = IFCMATERIALLIST ((#1075, #1080, #1085));
#1075 = IFCMATERIAL ('03a954388 ---> Material: GRAVEL');
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              Appendix: A
#1080 = IFCMATERIAL ('02f4c5ce9 ---> Material: SAND');
#1055 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Density', $, IFCREAL (1500), $);
#1060 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('width', $, IFCREAL (0.15), $);
#1090 = IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('Density', $, IFCREAL (1.3), $);
#1085 = IFCMATERIAL ('039f04613 ---> Material: SAND');
#1095 = IFCEXTENDEDMATERIALPROPERTIES (#1085, (#1090), 'Relating property to material',
'Name');
#1100 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATIONFACET ('ISO10000');
#1105 = IFCCLASSIFICATIONNOTATION ((#1100));





 Appendix B: The use of a Drag and Drop solution over the Internet for the
merging and transfer of data. 
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 Transfer and Merging of information over the Internet by RMI and DnD
Portal website
TreeDragSource
SR:2
Client
TreeDropTarget
Source Models
SR:1
OIP.ORG
TreeDragSource
Target Model
TR:1
 Appendix “C”
Attached
to
the
back
cover
of
this
thesis
is
a
CD"ROM
containing
the
following:
1"
The
Java
IFC2x
Model
(early
and
late
binding
classes).
2"
The
Java
coding
of
the
developed
software
tools.
3"
Databases.
4"
Testing
IFC/CAD
models
for
the
Prototype
Implementation.

5"
Video
demonstrations
for
the
operations
supported
by
the
developed
software
tools.
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 Zusammenfassung
Die
vorliegende
Dissertation
stellt 
ein
flexibles
und
dynamisches
Gebäudeinformationsmodell 
vor, 
mit
dem 
 die 
 Produktinformationen 
 der 
 Bauteile 
 erfragt 
 und 
 aktualisiert 
 werden 
 können. 
 Dazu 
 werden
Beziehungen
zwischen
den
Bauteilen
im
Gebäudeinformationsmodell
und
den
Produktinformationen
der
Hersteller
und
Lieferanten
definiert.
Die
Produktinformationen
können
über
eindeutige
Produktnamen
und
über
verallgemeinerte
Produktparameter
identifiziert
werden.
Der
Stand
der
Technik
bei
den
digitalen
Bauteilkatalogen
besteht
überwiegend
in
einer
Beschreibung
der
Produkte 
 in 
 Dokumenten 
 im 
 HTML" 
 oder 
 PDF"Format. 
 Diese 
 Dokumente 
 können 
mit 
 Hilfe 
 von
Schlüsselwörtern
durchsucht
werden.
Hierbei
besteht
das
Problem,
dass
die
Produktinformationen
nicht
dauerhaft
den
Objekten
im
Gebäudeinformationsmodell
zuzuordnen
sind.
Demzufolge
kann
verfügbare
CAD"Software
die
verwendeten
Produkte
der
Bauteile
nicht
vollständig
beschreiben.
Da
viele
Prozesse
aktuelle 
 Informationen 
 der 
 Bauteilprodukte 
 benötigen, 
 ist 
 eine 
 Erweiterung 
 vorhandener
Gebäudeinformationsmodelle 
 um 
 diesen 
 Aspekt 
 erforderlich. 
 Obwohl 
 dies 
 Gegenstand 
 zahlreicher
proprietärer 
Entwicklungen
 ist, 
 ist 
der 
Austausch
von
Daten
infolge 
fehlender
Standardisierung
nicht
ohne 
 Informationsverluste 
 möglich. 
 Diesem 
 Thema 
 widmen 
 sich 
 derzeit 
 unabhängige
Forschungsprojekte,
in
denen
neue
Taxonomien
und
Ontologien
für
die
Beschreibung
der
Semantik
von
Bauteildaten
auf
Basis
von
XML
entwickelt
werden.
Diese
Lösungsansätze
haben
den
Nachteil,
dass
die
Produktinformationen 
 der 
 Hersteller 
 und 
 Lieferanten 
 notwendigerweise 
 in 
 einer 
 gemeinsamen
Datenbasis
gespeichert
werden
müssen.
Die
Untersuchung
des
Lebenszyklus
von
Bauwerken
im
Hinblick
auf
die
Wertschöpfungskette
und
die
Beschaffungskette 
ergab, 
dass
die 
Informationen
sowohl
der
Bauteile 
als 
auch
der
Produkte 
über 
die
gesamte 
 Lebensdauer 
 des 
 Bauwerks 
 verfügbar 
 sein 
müssen. 
 Aus 
 kaufmännischer 
 Sicht 
 besteht 
 das
Problem,
dass
die
Produkte
eines
Herstellers
unter
verschiedenen
Markennamen
angeboten
und
verkauft
werden. 
 Untersuchungen 
 haben 
 gezeigt, 
 dass 
 der 
 Markenname 
 ein 
 wesentlicher 
 Faktor 
 einer
Marktstrategie
ist.
Auch
die
Zwischenhändler
spielen
hierbei
eine
wichtige
Rolle
–
selbst
dann,
wenn
die
Geschäfte
über
das
Internet
abgewickelt
werden.
Bauteile
haben
die
Besonderheit,
dass
sie
teilweise
oder
ganz
auf
der
Baustelle
hergestellt
werden.
Dies
muss
bei
der
Konzeption
eines
Informationssystems,
das
sich
mit
der
Wertschöpfungskette
von
Bauwerken
befasst,
beachtet
werden.


Eine
Erkenntnis 
der 
vorliegenden
Arbeit 
 ist, 
dass 
eine 
parametrisierte 
Produktsuche
nur
möglich
 ist,
wenn 
die 
Produkte 
 eindeutige 
Namen
und 
standardisierte 
Parameter 
besitzen. 
Dieser 
Lösungsansatz
könnte
die
derzeitige
Arbeitsweise
in
der
Praxis
ändern.
Für
die
prototypische
Umsetzung
im
Rahmen
der
Dissertation
hat
sich
eine
Abstützung
auf
das
verfügbare
IFC"Modell
als
besonders
geeignet
erwiesen,
da
dieses
Modell
nicht"proprietär,
fachübergreifend
sowie
durch
Eigenschaften
erweiterbar
ist.
Der 
 Kerngedanke 
 des 
 vorgestellten 
 Lösungskonzepts 
 besteht 
 in 
 der 
 Entwicklung 
 des 
 OIP"Konzepts
(Object 
 Information 
 Pack), 
 welches 
 eine 
 dauerhafte 
 und 
 dynamische 
 Datenquelle 
 für
Gebäudeinformationsmodelle
behandelt.
Die
OIP
ist
nicht
nur
ein
eindeutiger
Produktname,
sondern
eine
ganze
Datenstruktur
für
Produktinformationen
im
Bauwesen.
Die
OIP
besteht
aus
einer
dreischichtigen
Hierarchie, 
welche 
 sich 
 sowohl 
 in 
der 
Struktur 
der 
Datenbasis 
als 
auch
 in 
der 
Struktur 
der 
Klassen
widerspiegelt.
Diese
Struktur
wird
über
eine
Gruppe
von
Relationen
vom
OIP"Kern
verwaltet.
Das
Format
der
OIP"Namen
sowie
die
Verteilung
der
Daten
zwischen
den
Beteiligten
(produktunabhängige
technische
Daten
und
produktabhängige
Daten
der
Lieferanten)
sind
die
wesentlichen
Neuerungen
gegenüber
den
bekannten
Ansätzen
mit 
einer
zentralen
Datenbasis. 
Das
 in
dieser 
Arbeit
vorgestellte 
Lösungskonzept
basiert 
 auf 
 einer 
eingehenden 
Betrachtung 
und 
Analyse 
der 
Beschaffungskette 
von 
Bauwerken 
unter
Beachtung
der
Besonderheiten
des
Bauwesens.
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Es
hat
sich
herausgestellt, 
dass
das
OIP"Konzept
allein
nicht
ausreicht, 
um
eine
Brücke
zwischen
den
Daten
der
Hersteller
und
Händler
auf
der
einen
und
dem
Kunden
auf
der
anderen
Seite
zu
schlagen.
Darüber
hinaus
wurde
eine
integrierte
Softwarelösung
für
die
Umsetzung
des
Konzepts
benötigt,
die
zum
Zeitpunkt
des
Entstehens
dieser
Dissertation
nicht
verfügbar
war.
Daher
hat
der
Autor
Werkzeuge
mit
folgender
Funktionalität
entwickelt:
 Parsen
von
STEP"ISO"10303"P21"Dateien

 Interpretation
der
geparsten
Daten
in
IFC2x"Java"Klassen

 Abbildung
und
Integration
von
Produktdaten
in
das
IFC"Modell

 Instanziierung,
Löschen
und
Änderung
von
Objekten

 Definition
von
Suchparametern
durch
den
Anwender

 Extraktion
von
Suchparametern
aus
dem
CAD/IFC"Model

 Durchführen
von
parametrisierten
Suchen

 Bereitstellung
verschiedener
Arten
der
Visualisierung
des
IFC
Modells

 Export
des
modifizierten
IFC"Modells
in
Form
einer
STEP"P21"Datei

Mit 
 diesen 
Werkzeugen 
 konnte 
das 
Konzept 
 der 
Arbeit 
 verifiziert 
werden. 
Aufgrund 
 ihres 
 flexiblen
Entwurfs 
 können 
 diese 
 Werkzeuge 
 darüber 
 hinaus 
 auch 
 bei 
 anderen 
 Problemstellungen 
 im
Zusammenhang
mit
dem
IFC"Modell
verwendet
werden.
Es
handelt
sich
nämlich
um
einfache
Werkzeuge,
die
eine
Integration
des
IFC"Modells
in
andere
Applikationen
ermöglichen.
Die
Einführung
des
Konzepts
in
die
Praxis
erfordert
die
Verwaltung
durch
eine
eigene
Organisation.
Die
Rolle 
dieser
OIP"Organisation
und
das
Internetportal
der
Hersteller
wurden
ebenfalls
 innerhalb
einer
verteilten
Applikation
simuliert.
Zur
übersichtlichen
Darstellung
der
Ergebnisse
und
zum
Nachweis
der
Anwendbarkeit 
 des 
 Konzeptes 
 wurden 
 alle 
 Werkzeuge 
 mit 
 einer 
 graphischen 
 Nutzeroberflächen
ausgestattet.
Schließlich 
möchte 
 der 
 Autor 
 betonen, 
 dass 
 eine 
 Übernahme 
 eines 
 solchen 
 „Business 
 Process 
 Re"
engeneering“
(BPR)
Konzeptes
in
die
industrielle
Praxis
nicht
frei
von
Barrieren
und
Problemen
ist.
Aus
der 
 Literatur 
 über 
 Firmenkultur 
 und 
 Psychologie 
 ist 
 bekannt, 
 dass 
 Nutzer 
 oft 
 ablehnend 
 auf 
 die
Einführung
neuer
Systeme
reagieren, 
wenn
diese 
die 
gewohnte 
Arbeitsweise 
 in
Frage
stellen. 
Hierbei
spielt
es
keine
Rolle,
ob
das
resultierende
Ergebnis
auf
lange
Sicht
zu
einer
Optimierung
und
Reduzierung
des 
Aufwands 
führt. 
Ein 
Wechsel 
der 
derzeitigen
Praxis 
könnte 
 jedoch
erreicht 
werden, 
wenn
einige
innovative 
Unternehmen
 ihren
Anwendern
die 
Gelegenheit 
 gäben, 
sich 
von
den
Vorteilen 
der 
neuen
Arbeitsweise
zu
überzeugen.
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